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The Gift of the Magi, by O. Henry

In A Nutshell
The first time you hear somebody mention O. Henry you might think they're sighing about

some guy named Henry (Oh, Henry!), rather than referring to a particular person. But yes,

there is an important author named O. Henry. Well, he's not really named O. Henry – that was

just a pen name for the man whose real name was William Sydney Porter. And though he

might not be quite as crazily popular as he was a hundred years ago, when he was writing, he's

still considered one of the great American short story authors. O. Henry's stories are known for

the sentimental warmth that shines through many of them, their playful and optimistic sense of

humor, and especially for their twist endings. They're also often written in a uniquely oral

style, as if the narrator (or O. Henry himself) were telling you the tale in person. They are

perfect for reading aloud.

"The Gift of the Magi" was originally published in 1906, in O. Henry's second collection of

short stories, The Four Million. "The Gift of the Magi" is probably his greatest hit, and

displays all of the major O. Henry traits in abundance. Since it was first published, it's buried

itself deep in popular culture. It's been retold and repackaged in countless stories, magazine

columns, TV specials, musicals, movies, parodies, you name it. It's also one of those classic

"Christmas stories" that people usually read during the holidays. But even if you're familiar

with one or more of the many imitations – whether it's the Sesame Street holiday special or

The Simpsons – it's worth checking out the original. O. Henry's a master storyteller.
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Visit Shmoop for much more analysis:

• The Gift of the Magi Themes

• The Gift of the Magi Quotes

• The Gift of the Magi Summary

• Also: literary devices, characters, trivia, audio, photos, links, and more

Big Picture Study Questions

1 How would the story be different it were told from Jim's perspective rather than Della's?

Why might O. Henry have chosen to tell the story from Della's perspective?

2 Is "Gift of the Magi" a story within a story?

3 Do Della and Jim feel real, or do they feel like creations of the narrator to illustrate his

point about giving?

Visit Shmoop for many more The Gift of the Magi Study Questions
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